Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University (ERAU), is partnering with the Athens International Airport to bring ERAU’s Airport Wildlife Management Training Seminar to Europe.

**Dates:** March 16-18, 2010 in Athens, Greece

The ERAU Airport Wildlife Management Seminar is the *only* course taught by professional educators who also have direct experience with airport wildlife control. It is also the *only* seminar offered worldwide that has the approval of any national regulator, and fully complies with all training requirements in FAA Advisory Circular 150/5200-36.

**Students will learn:**

- Development of airport wildlife assessments and mitigation plans
- Airport habitat management
- Active and passive wildlife management techniques
- Introduction to wildlife biology
- Wildlife mitigation and Safety Management Systems (SMS)
- Military aviation applications
- Introduction to aircraft and airport systems
Successful students will be awarded Continuing Education Units (CEUs) from the university.

The ERAU Airport Wildlife Management Seminar has been successfully delivered for several years in North America and has graduated government/industry students from Sweden, Nigeria, Peru, Ethiopia, Jamaica and other ICAO states, including military personnel.

What some of our former students had to say:

“I wish I had this training years ago!”
— Consultant

“It was helpful to tour the AOA and discuss real issues. Being relatively new to the airport/wildlife hazard management field, I found this training very informative.”
— Ecologist

“The instructors are great! They were easy to talk to and they answered my questions. The course was organized with lots of good info!”
— Senior Environmental Scientist

To register: Go to worldwide.erau.edu/professional/wildlife-hazard-management.html or contact Embry-Riddle’s Office of Professional Education at (386) 226-7694 or training@erau.edu. Early bird rate is €650. After February 28, 2010, the rate is €750.